3D micro-printing by 2D/3D image projections inside photo-resins

DESCRIPTION

3D printing by photopolymerization is growing, and is now industrializing. Only the slow technology of two-photon polymerization has addressed the micron and sub-micron XYZ resolutions needed for many applications.

Two French research laboratories have developed a photo-projector printer dedicated to real-time 3D micro-structuration on cm² surfaces or in mm³ volumes. Its unique technology is based on image projections inside ultrasensitive nonlinear photoresins. The 3D light exposure can either be generated by the scanning of 2D slice images or by the direct 3D holographic image of the target.

It uses conventional components, but with an unique light exposure strategy that maintains good Z resolution (< 10 µm).

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

- Possibility of making fragile objects without reinforcements
- Compatible with all types of transparent resins: standard liquid resins but also viscous or solid
- Possibility of making complex 3D object shapes
- Reduction of manufacturing steps to obtain a finished object
- No resolution constraints compared to other technologies
- Implementation of conventional components
- Rapid manufacturing

LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT

- Experimental benches for polymerization with 2D and 3D holographic projection has been developed
- 3D light exposures are produced.
- The development of 3D production processes are in their starting stage.

PARTNERSHIP

PULSALYS is looking for industrial partners for the commercialization of the technology.
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FIND OUT OUR OPPORTUNITIES

https://www.pulsalys.fr/article/nos-offres-de-technologie